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Abstract: Global viral diversity is substantial, but viruses that contribute little to the public health burden or to

agricultural damage receive minimal attention until a seemingly unimportant virus becomes a threat. The Zika

virus (ZIKV) illustrated this, as there was limited information and awareness of the virus when it was identified

as a public health emergency in February 2016. Predicting which virus may pose a future threat is difficult. This

is in part because significant knowledge gaps in the basic biology and ecology of an emerging virus can impede

policy development, delay decision making, and hinder public health action. We suggest using a phylogenetic

framework of pathogens and their infected host species for insight into which animals may serve as reservoirs.

For example, examining flaviviruses closely related to ZIKV, the phylogenetic framework indicates New World

monkeys are the most likely candidates to be potential reservoirs for ZIKV. Secondarily, mammals that are in

close proximity to humans should be considered because of the increased opportunity for pathogen exchange.

The increase in human-mediated environmental change is accelerating the probability of another previously

overlooked virus becoming a significant concern. By investing in basic science research and organizing our

knowledge into an evolutionary framework, we will be better prepared to respond to the next emerging

infectious disease.
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INTRODUCTION

The Zika virus (ZIKV) is just the latest in a growing list of

pathogens [e.g., Ebola virus, avian influenza virus, West

Nile virus (WNV)] that threaten human health, agricultural

resources, and wildlife. Global viral diversity is substantial,

but viruses that have a low public health burden or cause

negligible agricultural damage tend to receive little to no

attention. However, viral evolution, spillover events, or
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changes in hosts can turn seemingly unimportant viruses

into biosecurity threats or public health emergencies. Case

in point, the scientific community had limited information

or awareness of ZIKV when the World Health Organization

(WHO) identified it as a public health emergency in

February 2016. We know that the emergence of a new

pathogen can be caused by changes in human population

distributions and behaviors, land use and biodiversity

shifts, climate change, international trade, and changes in

vector or reservoir host ecology (Woolhouse and Gowtage-

Sequeria 2005; Morse et al. 2012; Woolhouse et al. 2014).

Beyond identifying likely locations of emerging diseases

(Jones et al. 2008), it is difficult to predict the next specific

public health crisis and prevent the next pandemic (Han

et al. 2016). During an outbreak, public health organiza-

tions scramble to understand the nature of a threat and

what actions are required to mitigate it. Significant overall

knowledge gaps regarding the transmission and mainte-

nance of an emerging virus can delay policy and public

health response. Our need to guide policy in the face of

incomplete knowledge highlights the importance of basic

science research.

When scant information is available about a novel

emerging virus, understanding it within a framework of

evolutionary relationships can help characterize it in the

context of its most closely related species and their known

hosts and vectors. Here, we suggest that examining the

biology and ecology of related viral species provides pre-

dictions about characteristics of emerging understudied

viruses. We illustrate that process by presenting a Flavivirus

phylogeny case study for ZIKV and its taxonomic relatives,

asking within this framework, which animals might serve as

reservoirs for ZIKV.

USING PHYLOGENETIC INFORMATION

Evolutionary methods can be used in the fields of public

health and epidemiology in two ways. The first use is in

tracing the spread of a pathogen. Temporal and geographic

pathogen spread can be investigated through molecular

epidemiology and evolution, as was done during the severe

acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) out-

break (Zhao 2007). At local scales, phylogenetic analyses

can be used to identify exposure sources within a small

population (Azarian et al. 2015).

The second use of phylogenetic information, and our

focus, is to predict relationships among pathogens and

their hosts and/or vectors. This information is obtained

from two different patterns of relationships: (1) the extent

to which closely related pathogens (viruses for this study)

share the same hosts or vectors and (2) the extent to which

closely related hosts and vectors share the same pathogens.

Regarding the later, hosts tend to be phylogenetically re-

lated for a given pathogen, though this relationship can

vary by pathogen type (Davies and Pedersen 2008); for

example, in primates, helminths tend to infect either a

single species or members of the same genus, but viruses

can infect species across multiple families or orders (Ped-

ersen et al. 2005). Among primates, closely related species

(e.g., chimpanzees) are more likely to share pathogens with

humans (Davies and Pedersen 2008). Other factors, such as

frequency and quantity of exposure, host immunity, and

genetic variability of host or pathogen populations, can also

inform new host–virus relationships and can influence

whether a host is susceptible to a novel pathogen (Davies

and Pedersen 2008; Morse et al. 2012).

A ZIKA VIRUS CASE STUDY

It is unknown whether an animal species may become a

reservoir host for ZIKV in the Americas and Caribbean. As

a reservoir host, a species must contribute to the mainte-

nance and transmission of a pathogen (Haydon et al. 2002).

Currently, ZIKV is believed to be transmitted only among

humans, though in its native range in Africa, ZIKV is

present among non-human Old World primates (Dick

et al. 1952). The existence of an animal reservoir may

change local and regional control strategies because elimi-

nating the virus from vectors and local human populations

does not equate to complete local eradication of the virus.

Generally, surveying all domestic and wildlife species for

the presence of a virus is cost and time prohibitive.

Therefore, combining what is known regarding non-hu-

man hosts for ZIKV with similar information from closely

related viruses will help prioritize animal surveys.

To that end, we surveyed the flavivirus literature for

evidence of host infection, aggregating the results to the

taxonomic level of order or above for mammalian, avian,

and reptilian hosts (see Figure 1, table S1). With respect to

the vectors, the viruses divide into two groups. One group

consists of two clades (one comprised of Dengue viruses

and the second of ZIKV and Kedougou viruses) that are

transmitted by Aedes mosquitoes. The second, larger group

consists of viruses that are transmitted by Culexmosquitoes
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[e.g., WNV and Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV)]. This

grouping by mosquito vector is associated with host rela-

tionships. For the Culex-associated viruses, birds are the

major reservoirs likely because Culex mosquitoes prefer to

feed on birds. In contrast, for the Aedes-associated viruses,

mammals are the major reservoirs because those mosqui-

toes feed primarily on mammalian hosts. Furthermore, a

recent study of ZIKV in Culex suggests that this genus may

not be a competent vector for ZIKV (Huang et al. 2016).

These relationships suggest non-human mammals

should be considered as possible animal reservoirs for ZIKV in

initial animal surveys. New World monkeys are the most

likely potential reservoir because of evidence of their infection

with ZIKV (Hayes 2009; Favoretto et al. 2016). Secondary

consideration should be given to other mammals. Hosts that

are in proximity to humans have increased opportunity for

the exchange of pathogens. Evidence of exposure (i.e., anti-

bodies) to ZIKV has been documented in various other

mammalian species (bats, rodents), including domesticated

species (horses, water buffalo, cows, sheep, and goats) (Dar-

wish et al. 1983; Olson et al. 1983). Such associations are

consistent with the tendency of arthropod-borne viruses to

have a host range that stretches across multiple families or

orders (Pedersen et al. 2005). Primates are a reservoir for

many human diseases (Davies and Pedersen 2008; Levinson

et al. 2013). Therefore, we typically focus on spillover from

other primates to humans; however, for ZIKV in the Americas

it is the reverse transition that is of concern. Beyond public

health considerations, it is unknown how animal health and

conservation efforts may be affected by ZIKV.

Fig. 1. Patterns of infection among Flavivirus species and their hosts. The diagrammed phylogeny is for part of the Flavivirus genus and only

includes those viruses closely related toZIKVvirus.Thephylogenetic relationships on the left arebasedon thepublishedviral phylogenyofMoureau

et al. (2015). The figure shows patterns of relationships but not the distance of those relationships. The vertical dashed line to the far-right separates

mammalian and non-mammalian hosts; the horizontal dashed line segregates viruses that haveAedesmosquitoes as their vector (above) from those

transmitted byCulex species (below). For this figure, we used the viral taxonomy fromPletnev et al. (2011). The data for incidencewere obtained by

surveying the viral literature for evidenceof infectionordisease in vertebrate hosts, aggregatedbyhost categories andviral species.Filled cells indicate

evidence that one ormore species in that grouphas shown evidence of infection (orange) or disease (red, humans only) by at least one host species in

that taxonomicgroup[SupplementalTable S1]. Evidenceof exposure (i.e., thepresenceof antibodies)wasnot incorporated into thisfigure for three

reasons: the uncertainty due to potential for cross-reactivity with other flaviviruses, the inability of serologic data to provide definite evidence of

infection (cf. Levinson et al. 2013), and the great variability in serologic methods (Color figure online).
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CHALLENGES IN VIRAL PHYLOGENETICS

Using viral phylogenetic information has a number of

challenges for all viruses and specifically for flaviviruses.

Most viruses and host species have not been uniformly and

comprehensively surveyed, and often the surveys tend to be

biased toward viruses that affect humans or livestock.

Viruses exclusively affecting wildlife usually receive less

attention (Dick et al. 1952; Han et al. 2016). For example,

the host species literature is robust for some flaviviruses

(e.g., WNV, JEV) (S1 table), facilitating an understanding

of transmission ecology and dynamics, whereas for others,

only a single isolate is known (e.g., Iguape virus and Sal

Vieja virus) (Moureau et al. 2015).

Viral systematics is still in its infancy compared to that

of eukaryotes, bacteria, and archaea. Although enhanced

sequencing capabilities can now provide genomic data for

phylogeny reconstruction, there are still numerous obsta-

cles that make consensus viral phylogenies elusive. It is

difficult to discern distant relationships because viral phy-

logenies are built on few genes and viruses have high

mutation rates. This is particularly true for RNA viruses

such as the Flavivirus genus (Ali and Ali 2015; Moureau

et al. 2015).

Though the International Committee on Taxonomy of

Viruses (ICTV) continually updates viral taxonomy con-

tinually, uncertainty exists because of knowledge gaps and

debate about what information should be used, how viral

species should be distinguished, and what criteria should be

applied for the designation of various taxonomic categories

(e.g., subtypes, species, families) (Kuhn and Jahrling 2010).

Historically, viral taxonomies have been based on biological

and physical properties of a virus (e.g., the type of viral

genome, the cross-reactivity patterns of antibody sera,

transmission characteristics, and vector relationships)

(Murphy et al. 2012). New Flavivirus strains and isolates are

continually being discovered, and many have yet to be

classified making viral taxonomy and phylogenetic recon-

struction challenging at best (Moureau et al. 2015).

CONCLUSION

A greater investment in viral systematics can help to ame-

liorate these challenges. Beyond the viral phylogenies

themselves, these frameworks can be used to compile and

organize the literature concerning the biology and ecology

of pathogens and their related hosts and vectors; such

compilations are beginning. Levinson et al. (2013) devel-

oped a database of mammalian hosts and associated viruses

to determine a surveillance strategy for identifying novel

diseases. Databases, such as GenBank, the Virus Pathogen

Resource (ViPR), and the Influenza Research Database

(IRD), partially achieve the goal of linking sequence data

with host associations, known vectors, geographic distri-

butions, and clinical information. However, no single da-

tabase integrates all this information. Such linkages,

combined with examining the literature in a phylogenetic

framework, would contribute to the understanding of a

pathogen during an outbreak, indicate knowledge gaps, and

help prioritize research needs. With their methodology,

Anthony et al. (2013) estimated the potential number of

undiscovered diseases and compared this in hosts that are

geographically and ecologically different. Other researchers

have used phylogenetic frameworks in the context of pa-

thogen predication; some have focused on identifying

taxonomic host groups with pathogens most likely to

spillover to humans as emerging zoonotic diseases (Han

et al. 2016). These authors emphasize the need to use

phylogenetic frameworks during outbreaks when knowl-

edge of a particular emerging pathogen is limited. The

increasing global viral diversity (Jones et al. 2008) makes it

difficult to predict which one may pose a future threat to

human health, livestock, and wildlife populations. As global

environmental change continues to escalate (e.g., land use

change, climate change, human migration, and travel),

there is an increasing probability that another previously

overlooked virus could become a pathogen of significant

concern. By investing in basic science research and orga-

nizing our knowledge into an evolutionary framework, we

will be better prepared to respond to the next emerging

infectious disease.
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